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Real estate Investment is, and always has
been, one of the best ways of investing
available to individuals. Real estate
investing works, Real estate investing is
the surest and safest road to financial
freedom. In a recent article in Fortune
Magazine it states that 97 out of 100 selfmade millionaires have made their money
today through real estate investing.

purchased the property right—for the right
price and under the correct deal
structure—and maintained it properly, your
residents, in effect, make your payments
for you! In addition, there may be tax
advantages available to you when you
deal in a long term Real Estate
Investment. Although there are definite
limits to these potential tax advantages,
they can be substantial. There are many
In the long term, historically, Real Estate
other short term real estate strategies that
has shown a consistent growth in value,
have been incredibly successful over the
even when some other investment choices
last five years that have their own
were less stable. If there is an increase in
advantages. (Consult a tax professional to
value and you are paying down your
see how your situation would be affected.)
mortgage balance, it’s pretty simple; You
In general real estate investing allows you
increase your equity in the property and
to:
add to your net worth. The nice thing about
investing in real estate is if you have
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~ Continued from page 1
… In general real estate investing allows you to:


Become financially independent or at a minimum vastly supplement your current income.



Use the power of leverage - create income even when you aren’t “on the job”



Take advantage of great tax benefits.



Real estate investing works no matter what the condition of the market.



Appreciation of your asset.



Create a constant stream of income.



Be your own boss.



Work on your own schedule.

Best of all, real estate investing works no matter what the
condition of the market. Your strategy might change or need to
be tweaked but the underlying principles are the same.

2001. And that number does not even account for investments
using creative financing, a term real estate investors use to
mean investing via creative strategies for acquisition. The
number of conventional loans was significantly reduced after
In the short term, Real Estate makes a great investment simply 2009 and then investors began to use cash and private money
because the numbers are so large. It is not like buying a $200 to participate in the market. Bankrate.com, in its April 22, 2005
collectible and reselling it for $250. Yes, the return percentage article, said that it estimates that nearly a quarter of home
will be high, but you still only made $50. With Real Estate, a
buyers were purchasing property as an investment. After the
decent rate of return can mean big profit dollars. If you buy a
overall market cooled that number remained high as only
house at $25,000, put $5,000 into repairs and upgrades and
investors with access to alternative funding could freely
add some sweat equity, you can often sell that same house for participate in the market. Many areas that recovered more
$40,000! That’s a much larger dollar return on your investment. quickly were only able to do so because of investor
participation. During some months in 2010 and 2011 NAR
One of the golden benefits of real estate investing is the
reported that over 30% of the purchases were by investors.
opportunity to avoid the onerous taxes. Every time you exempt
yourself from a tax it is like earning an extra percentage on
Those who chose real estate as a career have much more
your investment. That alone can have a powerful effect on your flexibility than in the past. You can even be a real estate
wealth building, but it doesn’t stop there. You have more profit investor and never have tenants! Many strategies such as
to roll into another property, so you keep every one of your
wholesaling and private money don’t have tenants or physical
investment dollars compounding and building your financial net labor. There is one thing about real estate investing that has
worth.
remained unchanged through the years - the smart investor is
making his money (or time, or talents, etc.) work harder so he
Real estate investing has become attractive to everyone in the
doesn’t have to.
last decade. Average individuals, not just high income earners
looking for supplemental retirement income or those looking for The biggest plus to becoming a real estate investor is your
freedom from corporate America. In 2005, investors accounted ability to invest on your terms:
for nearly 10% of the new mortgage loans - up from 6% in



Seller financing that means little upfront investment vs all cash deals.



Working from home vs using an office and staff.



Normal office hours vs by appointment only.



Gaining education from books, informal meetings, or in exotic places on a cruise.

It all depends on your style of investing and the lifestyle you are pursuing. That is what makes real estate investing the perfect
business for everyone. You can build your business on your own terms.
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Reasons Why You Should Become a Boston REIA Vendor


Vendor Members have access to a fast growing membership of individuals focused
on investing in real estate. This is a built-in audience of people that have a need for
your services. Besides the obvious benefit of reducing your cost to reach this prequalified group, you may participate in defined marketing and networking
opportunities.



Take full advantage of the opportunity to promote your product and/or service by
prominently displaying your company’s promotional materials and information at our
monthly meetings.



Consistent exposure to our members on a continual basis through our newsletter.



Vendor Member recognition in our newsletter and website.



An exceptional value in display advertising.



For more information regarding the Boston REIA Vendor Programs contact:
BostonREIA@gmail.com
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